
Hello clients and friends,

May 5th was National Travel Advisor Day! We celebrated by taking a moment to reflect on the things we love
about being travel advisors. Obviously working with so many truly fantastic clients is the number one reason
we love doing what we do!

Over the years we have had the opportunity to make dreams a reality for so many people. The next time you
are inspired to travel, we are here to help you organize a seamless and memorable experience. Here are just
a few benefits we provide as travel professionals.

We save you time
Let’s say you want to have a completely memorable
travel experience. Who doesn’t? If you feel like
staying in a castle in Germany, for example, are you
going to search the internet to find that perfect fit?
Good luck sifting through all of the options, many of
which you have no idea of their credibility.
Information overload is a real thing and many people
end up spending countless hours of valuable time
searching the internet to find the best destination,
hotel, cruise, or tour that ticks all of the boxes. Using
our wealth of experience and industry contacts,
travel advisors eliminate this time-consuming step
and create an enjoyable planning experience so you
can focus on the fun!
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We don’t cost extra
In addition to that time we’re saving you, travel advisors
can also save your hard-earned money and plan your trip
based on your budget by accessing exclusive discounts
and perks that can create a superior experience at a lower
cost than a trip you book yourself. Often, travel advisors
can save you money because of our supplier relationships
while also saving you time and effort. Since we are not
search engines, you can benefit from customization and
possibly even enjoy a few pleasant surprises along the
way. Wonder why the couple in the cabin next to yours got
champagne and you didn't? They probably used a travel
advisor.

We have the resources
No one knows everything about every destination. Travel advisors, however, have a network of experts as
well as access to a range of tools that the consumer does not. There is no amount of research you can do that
would compare to the amount of institutional experience and network expertise at our fingertips. In many
popular locations, the best hotels are the ones you’ve probably not even heard of. This is where a travel
advisor’s experience and connections help you. Travel advisors don’t just know what the best hotel is, they
know what the best hotel is for you and your budget and can help you find the right fit. 

We will be your advocate
COVID-19. Need we say more? What a crazy year
this has been! If you had travel plans canceled on
you, then you understand first-hand the headache of
making other arrangements or getting a refund. Even
despite the latest pandemic, things can always
happen. Flights are regularly canceled due to
weather. Trains or cruise lines become disrupted due
to wildfires or volcanoes. Do you really want to
manage this kind of situation on your own? The
people who make it through these situations most
efficiently are those who used a travel advisor.  

http://www.ptserv.com/
http://www.ptserv.com/about-us.html


We will give you a better trip
At the end of the day, the goal is for you to have an amazing trip. When you work with a travel advisor, you
have access to benefits you don’t have on your own. We are better connected, have access to amenities you
do not, and many times beat prices you find online. On top of all of this, we are here for you if things go
sideways.

A travel advisor has dedicated knowledge that can turn a good vacation into a great one. No matter where
you’re dreaming of exploring, our team can take you there. We’ll be your insider knowledge, your expert
advice, and your right hand so you’re never traveling alone. Reach out to us today to start planning your next
trip.

Please give us a call at 425-827-5656 or simply reply to this email.

Sincerely,

Anita Bornemann, Owner
Professional Travel Service, Inc.

CHECK US OUT ON FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM

   

Visit our website for more information and travel inspiration!

Looking for something specific? 
Complete the trip request below and one of our advisors will contact you.

Trip Quote Request

Anita Bornemann
Owner, Professional Travel Service, Inc.

(425) 827-5656 
anita@ptserv.com
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